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abstract: Horizontal gene transfer increases genetic diversity in
prokaryotes to a degree not allowed by the limitations of reproduc-
tion by binary fission. The integron/gene cassette system is one of
the most recently characterized examples of a system that facilitates
horizontal gene transfer. This system, discovered in the context of
multidrug resistance, is recognized in a clinical context for its role
in allowing pathogens to adapt to the widespread use of antibiotics.
Recent studies suggest that gene cassettes are common and encode
functions relevant to many adaptive traits. To estimate the diversity
of mobile cassettes in a natural environment, a molecular technique
was developed to provide representative distributions of cassette pop-
ulations at points within a sampling area. Subsequently, statistical
methods analogous to those used for calculating species diversity
were employed to assess the diversity of gene cassettes within the
sample area in addition to gaining an estimate of cassette pool size.
Results indicated that the number of cassettes within a -m5 # 10
sample area was large and that the overall mobile cassette metage-
nome was likely to be orders of magnitude larger again. Accordingly,
gene cassettes appear to be capable of mobilizing a significant genetic
resource and consequently have a substantial impact on bacterial
adaptability.
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Prokaryotes reproduce by binary fission. This results in
essentially identical copies of genomic DNA being in-
cluded in each daughter cell, with only occasional random
mutations to add variation. In contrast, the process of
sexual reproduction as used in eukaryotes allows for the
comparatively rapid dispersal of new characters within a
species through both the assortment of alleles during ga-
metogenesis and variation introduced by homologous re-
combination. In an apparent paradox, it has recently been
estimated that, despite the apparent restrictions imposed
by binary fission, up to 25% of a typical bacterial genome
is obtained from other cells (Ochman et al. 2000), whether
from the same or a different species. Such a large volume
of transfer has ramifications for the understanding of fun-
damental evolutionary processes in prokaryotes, including
speciation (Lan and Reeves 2000; Gogarten et al. 2002;
Lawrence 2002; Lawrence and Hendrickson 2003).

The acquisition by a cell of DNA from elsewhere is
known as horizontal gene transfer (HGT), a phenomenon
that consists of two components (Levin and Bergstrom
2000). The first of these is the physical transfer of DNA
from one cell to another. This most frequently occurs
through any of three mechanisms: transduction by viruses
or transmission of naked DNA by transformation or by
conjugation, where DNA is transferred via transiently
fused cell membranes. The second component is the in-
sertion of the mobilized DNA into a DNA replicon so that
it can be perpetuated in all daughter cells. In the case of
transposons, for example, the insertion procedure may be
somewhat random in nature and so may often impair the
host genome by interrupting functional DNA. Further,
should the DNA inserted by the transposon contain coding
elements, they will only be expressed if either a promoter
is inserted with the incoming element or the element hap-
pens to be appropriately placed in the host DNA.

In contrast to other mobile DNA elements, gene cas-
settes, the smallest known form of mobilizable DNA, are
inserted at specific locations in the host genome defined
by the presence of an integron (Stokes and Hall 1989;
Collis et al. 1993). This ensures that the process of insertion
or excision of a gene cassette can be accomplished with
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Figure 1: Generalized structure of the integron/gene cassette system. The intI gene encodes the IntI protein. The promoter for cassette-associated
genes is Pc. The filled arrow represents a 59-be site. The integron-associated recombination site is attI.

minimal impact on the other functions of the host DNA.
In addition, the integron supplies a promoter so that the
cassette-associated genes can be expressed. Moreover, in-
tegrons may themselves be located on plasmids or other
DNA structures that facilitate the exchange of DNA be-
tween organisms, and so the integrons themselves may be
mobilized. These factors, taken together, provide a mech-
anism whereby genes may be passed efficiently between
different individuals of both the same and differing species
and then routinely expressed. As a result, the integron/
gene cassette system provides a mechanism for the rapid
and efficient reassortment of genes and is thought to be
significant in the evolution of the organisms that possess
it (Collis et al. 1993; Holmes et al. 2003a; Rowe-Magnus
et al. 2003).

Integrons consist of three distinct components (Hall and
Stokes 1993; Hall et al. 1999; fig. 1). The first is an integrase
gene intI that codes for the integrase enzyme IntI. The
enzyme IntI is responsible for the site-specific insertion or
excision of gene cassettes at the integron-associated re-
combination site, attI, which is the second component of
the integron. The third component is a promoter, PC,
which facilitates expression of cassette-associated genes

when cassettes are inserted at attI. Gene cassettes can be
independently mobilized by IntI and can exist in the cell
either in a linear form when inserted into an integron or
independently of an integron as a free circular cassette
(Hall et al. 1991). Since cassettes are not replicons, they
are stably maintained only in replicating cells in the linear
form as part of a larger replicon. Cassettes can be small
since they consist of only a single gene (or open reading
frame [ORF]) and a recombination site that is recognized
by IntI. This recombination site is known as a 59-base
element (59-be). The 59-be sites comprise a family of el-
ements that, while retaining overall structural and se-
quence similarities, can vary widely between even adjacent
cassettes (Recchia and Hall 1995). The orientation of a
cassette to the integron is specifically controlled during
insertion so that the associated gene can be transcribed
by PC (fig. 1). This orientation specificity is determined
by the 59-be (Stokes et al. 1997). Integron-associated ar-
rays of gene cassettes have been shown to range from 0
(i.e., no cassettes) to large arrays well in excess of 100
cassettes in those integrons found in chromosomes (Bis-
sonnette and Roy 1992; Clark et al. 2000).

It has been established that integrons and gene cassettes
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are a major contributor to the rapid increase in antibiotic
resistance genes in clinical settings (Hall and Stokes 1993;
Recchia and Hall 1995). Recent work has also indicated
that the gene cassettes associated with antibiotic resistance
represent only a small fraction of the scope of the integron/
cassette system. Gene cassettes recovered from environ-
mental soil samples are both diverse and numerous and
only very rarely include known antibiotic resistance genes
(Stokes et al. 2001). In addition, neither the ORFs recov-
ered from environmental cassettes nor their predicted
products display significant similarity to respective se-
quences recovered from genome sequencing efforts. Fur-
ther, the 59-be sites associated with environmental gene
cassettes are themselves diverse. In comparison, the 59-be
sites associated with single species, as in the large cassette
arrays seen in Vibrio cholera (Rowe-Magnus et al. 2003)
or Pseudomonas stutzeri (Holmes et al. 2003a), show much
less diversity, suggesting that the integron/gene cassette
system is present in a wide variety of species in many
diverse environments (Nield et al. 2001; Stokes et al. 2001).
Estimates suggest that as many as 10% of bacterial cells
contain integron/cassette systems (A. J. Holmes and M. R.
Gillings, unpublished data).

With recent advances in molecular techniques, it has
become possible to recover DNA from entire bacterial
populations in environmental samples, including those of
previously uncultured organisms. The term “metagenome”
has been coined (Handelsman et al. 1998) to describe the
total gene pool in a population. More recently, it has been
suggested that gene cassettes represent a “gene cassette
metagenome” (Holmes et al. 2003b) or “floating” genome
of adaptive characters that exist in addition to the “core”
or functional genome of an organism. This cassette meta-
genome is hypothesized to be a resource distributed
throughout a population without the necessity for all in-
dividuals to possess the same complement of mobile cas-
settes, as would be the case for “core genes.” Some evidence
of this can be found in the observation that otherwise
identical clonal lines of P. stutzeri isolated from the same
environment can have very different arrays of mobile genes
when their respective integron-associated cassettes are ex-
amined (Holmes et al. 2003a). More generally, examina-
tion of the gene cassette metagenome in recent studies
(Stokes et al. 2001; Rowe-Magnus et al. 2003) has shown
that the hundreds of genes contained within gene cassettes
examined in detail to date are largely unseen in any of the
sequenced genomes currently available for comparison.
This low recovery rate of mobile genes from genomic anal-
ysis of defined culturable strains could well illustrate the
separate nature of the metagenome (Boucher et al. 2001;
Holmes et al. 2003b). Alternatively, it may be that the gene
cassette metagenome is of such size and diversity that,
while it may include genes of both adaptive and core func-

tion in a mobile form, genome sequencing efforts to date
have been of such a relatively limited nature; it may also
be that gene cassettes with a high degree of similarity to
sequenced genes have not yet been seen.

In this study, we sampled the cassette metagenome from
soil within a -m terrestrial environment and dem-5 # 10
onstrated that the mobile gene cassette pool is abundant,
diverse, and variable over even short physical distances.
This level of diversity is such that the number of mobile
genes present even in a small localized community of cells
may exceed the total number of genes present in the chro-
mosome/s of any one member of that community. This
previously unrecognized resource has implications for how
we understand bacterial adaptation and evolution.

Methods

Sampling

Soil was sampled from a dry sclerophyll woodland (Sydney
Sandstone Gully Forest; Benson and Howell 1994) in North
Ryde, Australia (151�10�E, 34�46�S; World Geodetic System
1984). The soil is derived from Hawkesbury Sandstone and
is well drained and low in nutrients, particularly P and N.
The environment at the time had been experiencing a period
of relatively high temperatures and a protracted drought.
Two parallel 5-m transects were laid out 10 m apart. Six 5-
mL soil samples were taken at 0-, 0.01-, 0.1-, 0.5-, 1.0-, and
5.0-m distances from an origin point along each transect.
Transect start points were randomly selected within a rel-
atively homogenous area of forest that had no detectable
environmental gradient along the sample route. Leaf litter
was removed to expose the soil, and the top 0.5-cm layer
of soil was collected using a teaspoon. Samples were stored
overnight at 4�C, and then replicate extractions and poly-
merase chain reactions (PCRs) were performed on each
sample.

DNA Extraction and Cloning

The extraction of representative DNA from environmental
soil samples follows the methods outlined by Yeates and
Gillings (1998) using the Bio101/Savant FP 120 Fast Prep
system using 400 mg of soil for each extraction. The PCR
amplicons selected for sequencing were extracted from
agarose gels in the size range of 350–400 base pairs (bp).
Amplicons were cloned using the pGEMT-Easy and TOPO
TA systems and screened using conventional blue/white
colony screening. The respective manufacturer’s protocols
were followed in all cases. In order to establish the repro-
ducibility of the sampling and subsequent analytical tech-
niques, duplicate DNA extractions were performed on all
soil samples, and triplicate cassette size class screening
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PCRs were performed on two samples in transect 1. The
DNA sequencing was performed at the Macquarie Uni-
versity sequencing unit on the same ABI Prism 377 se-
quencer using standard protocols and appropriate vector
specific primers. Accession numbers for the 18 sequenced
cassettes are AY576909–AY576926.

Cassette Size Class Screening

The method for cassette size class screening is based on
the cassette PCR method outlined by Stokes et al. (2001).
Briefly, a pair of degenerate primers (HS286 and HS287)
were designed so as to anneal to the relatively conserved
areas at the respective ends of a generic 59-be site. With
this method, only a subset of all 59-be sites are retrieved,
as evidenced by the occurrence of intervening novel 59-
be sites when multicassette arrays are recovered. Although
at this stage the proportion of all 59-be sites recovered by
these primers is not known, accumulated data on the di-
versity of 59-be types (Holmes et al. 2003a) suggest that
it may be a relatively small fraction.

The method of rapid assessment and characterization
of the diversity of environmental gene cassette size classes
used in this study involved the novel use of fluorescent
derivatives of the original cassette PCR primers. These
primers, HS527 (equivalent to HS287 in sequence) and
HS528 (HS286), were labeled with 6-carboxy-fluorescein
(6-FAM) at their 5′ ends and yielded single-color, labeled
PCR products analogous to those recovered from conven-
tional cassette PCR. The fluorescent products produced in
this manner from a single soil sample were subsequently
analyzed on the ABI Prism 377 DNA sequencer to establish
high-resolution estimates of size and relative abundance
of environmental gene cassettes and so produce a distri-
bution “fingerprint” for that sample. These fingerprints
could be readily compared with similarly acquired finger-
prints from other samples. The ABI Prism 377 instrument
utilized a standard denaturing sequencing gel and up to
2,500-bp size standards. The system was run typically at
2,500 V for approximately 4 h to achieve single base pair
resolution over the range 20–1,500 bp. Peaks below 70 bp
in size were excluded as being primers or primer artifacts.
Likewise, peaks below a fluorescence value of 20 units were
excluded because of the low signal/noise value.

Statistical Analysis

An estimate of the total number of gene cassettes within
the soil sampled ( ) was made using the jackknife-1 index.Se

The estimated total ( ) is based on the actual number ofSe

gene cassettes identified within the samples ( ). The jack-Sa

knife-1 index estimates diversity according to the incidence
(presence/absence) of individual gene cassettes within

samples (Colwell and Coddington 1994; Coddington et al.
1996). The jackknife-1 index has been assessed against
other diversity indices and is reliable and robust in esti-
mating species richness for a variety of taxa including
plants and arthropods (Toti et al. 2000; Chiarucci et al.
2001, 2003). We also compared the similarity of gene cas-
sette communities between adjacent samples from increas-
ing distances apart (i.e., 0–0.01 m, 0.01–0.1 m, 0.1–0.5 m,
0.5–1.0 m, and 1.0–5.0 m) for both transects using the
Jaccard similarity index. The Jaccard index is a widely used
measure of similarity between pairs of sites based on the
presence/absence of species (Magurran 1988). Both the
jacknife-1 index (generated over 1,000 randomizations)
and the Jaccard index were calculated using Estimate S 6.0
(Colwell 1997).

Results

Method Reproducibility

Since gene cassette size class screening is a new method,
we examined the reproducibility of it with respect to the
two possible sources of variation. The first of these was
PCR variation. To assess this, triplicate PCRs were run on
DNA from a single extraction on a single soil sample. Here
we found good correlation (20 of 21 peaks in at least two
of the three samples [95%]) between both peak position
and relative peak height for those cassette size classes that
were most abundant in the population. These abundant
cassette sizes we define as those with peak heights 150
fluorescent units. However, we have elected to use a de-
tection cutoff of 20 fluorescent units since this corresponds
to a point where the signal to noise ratio becomes un-
acceptably low on this instrument. This resulted in larger
variation between replicates since stochastic shifts in rel-
ative peak heights between replicates resulted in some
peaks alternately falling above or below this cutoff. In
contrast to the 95% reproducibility for 50 fluorescence
units and above, 42 of a total of 97 peaks (43%) above
20 fluorescence units in height were present in at least two
of the three replicates (soil sample T1A1, raw data not
shown). We concluded therefore that the PCR amplifi-
cation was reproducible in its ability to recover those cas-
settes that are highly abundant in an environment. Those
size classes at abundance levels that were close to the cutoff
used may be missed in less sensitive runs where the peak
heights across the cassette size class distribution are lower.

The second source of variation arises though extraction
of DNA. To assess this, two independent DNA extractions
were carried out on the same soil sample and compared.
For peaks 120 fluorescence units in height, 28 of a total
of 49 peaks (57%) were seen in both replicates (soil sample
T1E, raw data not shown). For peaks 150 fluorescent units,
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this value was 19 out of 25 (76%). This indicated that the
gene cassette diversity even within a single soil sample was
not completely encompassed in a single DNA extraction.

In the experiments described in the following sections,
to obtain a minimum estimate of cassette diversity, cassette
numbers for each data point were obtained from two in-
dependent DNA extractions from each soil sample. The
peak height data for peaks 120 fluorescent units were then
averaged across the duplicates, and the averages were used
for subsequent analysis. In deriving minimum estimates
for cassette diversity in the environment, the analyses will
produce the same answer irrespective of whether a par-
ticular peak occurs in both replicates or only one. Aver-
aging the replicates therefore does not affect the estimate
of cassette “species” diversity. Averaging, however, does
provide an estimate of relative abundances, as depicted in
figure 2, and is a convenient way of illustrating general
trends between samples and along transects, and it was
carried out solely for this purpose.

Cassette PCR produces false positives at a rate of only
5% (Stokes et al. 2001). Thus, 95% of the products re-
flected by peaks of 120 fluorescence units will be gene
cassettes. Consequently, numbers obtained for cassette di-
versity are accurate minimum estimates to the extent that
the statistical analyses allow. While it is the case that many
cassettes will not be detected since they will fail to produce
a sufficiently strong signal in both replicates, such cassettes
represent just one part of the large cassette pool that we
are unable to detect (see “Methods”) and represent another
reason why any estimate for cassette diversity can only be
a minimum “species” value.

Estimates of Gene Cassettes in the Environment

Cassette size class screening was used to carry out a de-
tailed analysis of the mobile cassette population distributed
along the two transects. Cassettes were recovered over a
length range of 70–900 bp, a range consistent with pre-
vious studies (Stokes et al. 2001). The data also revealed
groupings of cassette size classes similar to those seen pre-
viously, but because of the larger data pool available, more
information was available on the relative abundance of
cassettes. To illustrate these and the following points, figure
2 shows the distribution and relative abundance of those
PCR amplicons that range in length from 322 to 329 bp.
While this figure depicts only !1% of the total data for
the recovered cassette pool, the patterns shown are rep-
resentative of the data overall. It is apparent from figure
2 that for a number of size classes, abundance varied pro-
gressively with distance and, in some cases, dropped to
baseline levels and then reappeared further along the tran-
sect (e.g., cassette/s of 324 bp in transect 1). With the
addition of the data from the second transect, some size

classes seen in the first transect were seen again, as well
as a range of additional size classes. This was suggestive
of spatially overlapping distributions of different cassette
types. For example, the 322-bp size class (fig. 2) shows a
typical discontinuity, with cassettes being seen in transect
1 (sample B) and transect 2 (samples A, B, E, and F) but
not in intervening samples. The gene cassettes that com-
prise this size class may well be different between each end
of transect 2 and likewise be different from those in tran-
sect 1. The actual identity of the gene cassette constitution
of each size class, however, may be unequivocally deter-
mined by sequencing only.

How Many Cassette “Species” Are There?

To make a conservative estimate of cassette richness, two
very restrictive assumptions were made: first, each size
class contains only one type of cassette; second, where a
size class appeared in different locations, the cassette com-
prising that size class was identical in all locations. Using
the data in figure 2 as an example, these assumptions
would indicate that all the cassettes seen at 325 bp in
transect 1, sample point A, are identical and therefore
contain the same single gene cassette and that, additionally,
where a 325-bp peak occurs in other sample points, the
same cassette, and therefore gene, is being recovered. In
estimating cassette diversity, we have also made the as-
sumption that the same gene is not represented in different
size classes. One reason for this is that, for the purpose of
this study, we are defining two sequences with only po-
tentially minor coding sequence differences as different
“genes” on the assumption that their adaptive potential
can be different. More pragmatically, in several studies
(Stokes et al. 2001; Holmes et al. 2003a, 2003b), we have
never observed the same or even a similar sequence twice
in different-sized cassettes. Until we can find evidence to
the contrary, the event would appear to be so rare as to
make any error here negligible.

A total of 451 gene cassettes were actually identified
( ) from the soil samples collected from 12 samples alongSa

two 5-m transects. A conservative estimate of 585 different
cassettes ( ) was calculated to be in the 12 soil samplesSe

collected, using the jacknife-1 index and the two assump-
tions outlined above. In order to test these assumptions,
the original PCR products were run out on a long con-
ventional agarose gel and size classes present in multiple
samples removed for analysis. These DNA samples were
then cloned, amplified, and subsequently sequenced so
that the identity of individual cassettes within size classes,
both at a single location and along transects, could be
established.

Eighteen sequences were analyzed in total, six each from
the beginning and end of transect 1 at sample points A



Figure 2: Representative subsection of cassette size class distribution for the sample site. This example covers the amplicon size classes 322–329 bp across all samples in both transects. Transects
1 and 2 were parallel transects separated by 10 m. In each transect, letters correlate with linear distance (m) from an origin as follows: , , , , , .A p 0 B p 0.01 C p 0.1 D p 0.5 E p 1.0 F p 5.0
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Figure 3: Cassettes analyzed by DNA sequencing. Each of the 18 sequences is indicated with their respective lengths indicated in base pairs. Lengths
here correspond to the number of base pairs present between the two primers. Cassettes designated as unique imply that the sequence was unrelated
to any other of the other cassettes in the data set. Sequences indicated as similar showed 195% DNA similarity. Sequences that are similar or identical
are highlighted by shading.

and F and a further six from the end of transect 2, sample
point F (fig. 3). Examination of the sequences showed that
all displayed typical gene cassette features, including the
presence of an ORF in the appropriate orientation and a
short flanking sequence. The ORFs were initially identified
by eye on the basis of knowledge of the expected orien-
tation and position of genes within cassettes (Stokes et al.
2001). Potential ORFs were readily identified in all 18
sequences, and all occupied most of the available cassette
length as is typical for cassette-associated genes. Signifi-
cantly, separate analyses using the common search pro-
gram ORF finder (National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation) returned the same respective ORFs in all 18
cases. Overall, these observations are consistent with pre-
vious studies (Stokes et al. 2001) demonstrating that most
recovered products are ORF-containing cassettes. When
the 18 sequences were compared, four sequences of the
same size (322 bp) in sample F of transect 1 (2A, 2E, 2G,

and 2F) were found (fig. 3). While 2A and 2F were identical
to each other, as were 2E and 2G, the two pairs of se-
quences were unrelated to each other. This result dem-
onstrated that it is possible that a single size class from a
single data point can have multiple cassette types. Equally
important was the observation that another sequence, that
from sample 1I, was also identical in length (312 bp) to
the sequences 3A and 3D from sample F in transect 2.
The DNA sequence and associated ORF in cassette 1I were
unrelated to the pair 3A and 3D. So, cassettes of an iden-
tical length can be of different sequence both within and
between sample points. Database searches of the predicted
ORFs in our data set using BLASTX indicated that all were
novel when compared with sequences present in the da-
tabases (data not shown), reinforcing previous observa-
tions that cassette PCR accesses a pool of novel genes not
easily recovered by conventional genomic analyses.

The sequencing data clearly showed that the original
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Figure 4: Accumulation curve of gene cassettes from 12 soil samples,
assuming two “species” per size class.

Figure 5: Jackknife gene cassette “species” estimate (�SD; 1,000 ran-
domizations) from 12 soil samples, assuming two “species” per size class.

assumptions made to estimate cassette diversity were in-
deed conservative. The estimate of 585 “cassette species”
( ) is an absolute lower limit of the pool of novel mobileSe

genes in the sample area. Accordingly, , the number ofSe

gene cassette species, was recalculated using the assump-
tion that fragments of a given length anywhere in a transect
contained two distinct cassettes rather than a single one,
as assumed in the earlier estimate. In addition, we made
the assumption that cassettes of the same length in the
second transect also contain two cassettes but that these
were different to the cassettes in the first transect.

Making these new assumptions gives an estimate of
1,805 gene cassettes ( ), and it is clear from the accu-Sa

mulation curve (fig. 4) that we have not collected all cas-

settes within the sample area (i.e., curve asymptote has
not been reached). From this, the jacknife-1 index esti-
mated that a total of 2,343 individual cassette types ( )Se

were present in the transects (fig. 5).

Are the Recovered Cassettes Representative
of the Total Environment?

The Jaccard similarity index was calculated to assess gene
cassette similarity among adjacent samples at various dis-
tances apart. Average Jaccard similarity between samples
ranged from 0.33 to 0.45, with no consistent change in
similarity as distance between samples increased (fig. 6).

Discussion

Cassette Diversity Is Large

An estimate of 2,343 gene cassette types ( ) was foundSe

within a 50-m2 sample area. This represents an absolute
lower boundary and is likely to be a very conservative
estimate for a number of reasons. First, the 59-be family
of sites is remarkably divergent as a group, with individuals
sharing structural rather than sequence similarities. As
well, individual 59-be sites can vary considerably in size
from 56 to more than 150 bp (Recchia and Hall 1995;
Holmes et al. 2003b). The PCR primers used here were
carefully designed so as to prime onto as many known
members of this diverse family as possible; however, any
PCR primer pair can target only a subset of 59-be sites
present in a sample. Exactly what percentage of available
sites prime with this or any other primer pair is difficult
to estimate. Several lines of evidence, however, imply that
it is low. For example, novel 59-be sites are often recovered
internal to and as part of multicassette arrays. These in-
ternal “unselected” elements were, on examination, shown
not to be the primer targets that allowed generation of the
amplicon (Stokes et al. 2001; Holmes et al. 2003a). More
than one study has also shown that 59-be sites within
groups of organisms can retain similarity to each other,
but as a group, they have sequences that differ from 59-
be sites as a whole. For example, 59-be sites from cassettes
from integron arrays in Pseudomonas stutzeri have a char-
acteristic insert in one half of the element compared with
the other (Holmes et al. 2003a) that is not seen in other
elements. This insert would make this family of sites poor
substrates for amplification with the primers used here. In
addition, other experimental biases tend to limit the type
and therefore number of cassettes recovered. These include
the fact that low copy number cassettes will be outcom-
peted for available primers in the PCR reaction when more
abundant cassettes are present. For similar reasons, larger
cassettes, requiring more time to generate an amplifiable
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Figure 6: Average Jaccard index of similarity of gene cassette assemblages
(�SD; ) between adjacent samples collected from varying distancesn p 2
apart, assuming two “species” per size class.

product, compete poorly with smaller ones. Taken to-
gether, all these technical factors will result in only a small
percentage of available cassettes being recovered from any
given sample.

In addition to these technical issues, the underlying as-
sumptions we used during the statistical analysis also serve
to underestimate the total cassette numbers in the pop-
ulation under study here. For example, the assumptions
that there were only two cassettes per size class and that
there was only one complete change of cassette consti-
tution between transects are likely to be quite conservative.
These assumptions are also restrictive in that they do not
take into account any turnover of cassettes within a tran-
sect, despite the observation that, in several cases within
a transect, some cassette classes “disappeared,” only to
“reappear” at greater distances. The 324-bp fragment in
both transects is one example of this (fig. 2). Given that
a single data point can represent multiple products of the
same size, it is more likely that changes in abundance along
a transect are the result of changing cassette types than
being a result of an uneven distribution of identical cas-
settes. The DNA sequencing underscored this point where
it was found that both 312- and 323-bp fragments could
be recovered from opposite ends of the sample area but
were completely unrelated to each other. Similarly, it is
likely that two cassettes per size class is not an upper limit.
This number was chosen since clear evidence was seen
that at least two cassettes per size class do occur. These
conclusions are drawn unambiguously from a relatively
small group of sequences. It seems likely that further sam-
pling would support the use of even less restrictive as-
sumptions for the calculation of cassette diversity. Ac-

cordingly, the calculation of cassette diversity remains an
underestimate pending further verification of the cassette
constitution of size classes at shorter distances. Finally,
similarity of adjacent cassette populations at increasing
distances away from each other (on the basis of the average
Jaccard index from two transects) indicates that similarity
between samples is consistently low (between 0.33 and
0.46) irrespective of distance. In summary, the data in-
dicate that, even on the basis of the narrow assumptions
made, the entire cassette pool has not been completely
sampled, and we believe that the diversity of the cassette
population in the sampling area is at the very least 2,343
different cassettes and probably considerably more.

Implications for Bacterial Evolution

What is the significance of having (a minimum of) 2,343
mobile cassettes in bacteria within a 50-m2 plot? Cassettes
are a means whereby functional genes can be packaged
into units that make them mobile and thereby available
to many individuals in a population and expressible in a
way that is not going to disrupt the expression of other
genes in the cell. Sequence data obtained here are consis-
tent with previous studies in showing that more than 95%
of cassettes larger than about 250 bp have open reading
frames (Stokes et al. 2001; Holmes et al. 2003a, 2003b;
Rowe-Magnus et al. 2003) that have the potential to be
expressed when integrated into an integron. In this study,
all products producing peaks above 20 fluorescence units
were included in the statistical analysis. While products as
small as 70 bp were recovered, the total number falling
between this lower value and 250 bp was !10% of the
total. Thus, the contribution that the estimated 2,343 cas-
settes make to the gene pool of the sampled population
is still in excess of 2,000, even assuming that nonprotein
coding cassettes do not encode, for example, a biologically
active RNA.

In reflecting on the likely impact of these genes, it should
be emphasized that cassette-associated genes do not rep-
resent additional copies of genes normally found as part
of a bacterium’s genome. Rather, these mobile genes en-
code functions that are largely additional to genes statically
located on chromosomes, and it is probably a reflection
of the immense number and diversity of cassette-associ-
ated genes that not one has yet been found duplicated
outside a cassette context. Not only are all these genes
distinct from chromosomal genes, but also only 17% of
cassettes surveyed match to protein families to which a
function has been ascribed (Holmes et al. 2003b). Of the
rest, 12% match to “hypothetical proteins,” with the re-
mainder, 170%, comprising sequences with no known fa-
milial affiliation. This is despite the fact that well more
than 100 prokaryotic genomes have been completely se-
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quenced (Ussery 2004). What the exact functions all these
novel genes have can only be guessed at, but it is apparent
that, with 2,000� mobile and potentially adaptive genes
within a population in an area of just 50 m2, the evolu-
tionary potential is substantial. This is best illustrated by
drawing on the outcomes of 60 yr of clinical antibiotic
therapy. The integron/gene cassette system has played a
distinct role in this milieu as a high proportion of
multidrug-resistant infections arise through pathogens
possessing or acquiring an integron that then captures
antibiotic resistance genes that are packaged into mobile
cassettes (Hall and Collis 1995; Hall et al. 1996, 1999).
This system is a major component of a global problem
that arises through the actions of !100 distinct cassettes
possessing antibiotic resistance genes. This limited group
of gene cassettes has, in the space of 60 yr, dispersed
around the world and into a wide variety of environments
and, in so doing, has rendered a wide range of previously
potent antibiotics ineffectual against an increasing range
of pathogens. The total of 100 mobile cassettes involved
in antibiotic resistance contrasts vividly with our estimate
of 12,000 cassette types found in a very limited environ-
mental sample. The other question of interest is, from how
much bacterial diversity are these cassettes being drawn?
We have not attempted to address this question for the
specific environment that we sampled. Studies with related
environment types (Horner-Devine et al. 2004), however,
would suggest a value of several thousand species per gram.
Given that integrons are common in diverse bacteria and
that, where present, they can assemble large arrays, such
a diversity value serves to further underscore the point
that our estimate of cassette numbers will almost certainly
increase as further analyses are done. Clearly, the mobile
cassette metagenome is sizable, and its scope and impact
are yet to be adequately assessed.

Another important aspect to understanding the evo-
lutionary potential of the integron/gene cassette system is
the rate at which this considerable resource can be ac-
cessed. Clearly, the average rate at which integrons allow
either the exchange or rearrangement of cassettes is im-
portant in the further study of the cassette metagenome.
If, on average, the rate at which integrons operate is rapid,
then gene cassettes will be exchanged and rearranged often,
thus providing a rapid and local response to changing
conditions. We calculate that in the 50-m2 study area, a
rate of integrase expression of as little as 1 in 107 cells
possessing integrons per cellular generation, operating
within an average population of 109 cultivatable cells per
gram of soil, would result in all of the 2,343 types of gene
cassettes present being expressed in a wide variety of con-
texts in every generation. While this figure for integron
activity is estimated to be on par with the mutation rate
in bacteria, there is currently no experimental evidence to

suggest that such a recombination rate is correct or even
typical. In addition, the rate at which rearranged genes
move between cells by HGT and the extent to which they
do so when crossing species boundaries remain to be es-
tablished. Only anecdotal evidence from the rapid diaspora
of antibiotic resistance cassettes and the long-term con-
servation of the integron/gene cassette system as a whole,
among a wide variety of prokaryotes, suggests that the
integrase activity is high enough and HGT of cassettes
extensive enough to ensure that the system is a significant
ecological resource.

Finally, integron/gene cassette systems are being seen in
an increasing variety of gram-negative organisms. The lo-
calization of integrons and gene cassettes to this category
(Hall et al. 1996; Holmes et al. 2003a), however, may well
be an artifact of their original discovery in accessible clin-
ical isolates and subsequent concentration on gram-
negative organisms by researchers in this field. This bias
may be compounded by our ability to culture perhaps as
little as 1% of the total complement of prokaryotic species
known to exist in natural environments (Pace 1997; Hu-
genholtz et al. 1998). Thus, it is likely that integrons and
gene cassettes are active in a much wider subset of the
planetary biota than was originally thought.

Conclusions

A plausible lower limit for gene cassette metagenome di-
versity was estimated in a defined natural environment.
In recognizing that this metagenome is a floating popu-
lation that exists essentially independently of individuals,
molecular-based methodologies were applied to address a
fundamental, but unexplored, ecological question. The ap-
proach was adopted that individual mobile genes can be
treated as a “species” for the purposes of estimating di-
versity. While the answer obtained is, at best, an under-
estimate, the ramifications of such diversity are itself sig-
nificant, and the overall approach is clearly feasible.
Moreover, this strategy can be applied in any environment
for the purposes of understanding mobile gene diversity
in prokaryotic populations. Considering the scale of the
answer obtained in a 50-m2 sample area and the fact that
the study outcomes imply that a full appreciation of the
diversity contained therein is yet to be fully enumerated,
a better understanding of prokaryotic evolution and adapt-
ability can be achieved only by more extensive analyses of
this type. A significant advantage of this approach is that
it allows access to the mobile metagenome without the
need or bias of analyzing defined genomes. Given the rec-
ognized importance of horizontal gene transfer to pro-
karyotes, the tools developed here provide new ways of
addressing fundamental questions about the ecology and
evolution of this important group of organisms.
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